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ABSTRACT A nonlinear dynamic equivalent magnetic network model for an axial permanent magnet
bearingless flywheel machine (APM-BFM) is proposed in this paper. The model focuses on analyzing the
magnetic field changes at the air gap of the machine. According to the relative position of the stator and rotor,
the magnetic circuit between the rotor and the suspension pole (the torque pole) is divided into 7 stages (8
stages), and dynamic equivalent magnetic network models are established. The local saturation coefficient is
introduced to characterize the local magnetic saturation phenomenon of the rotor yoke during the rotation of
the rotor. Using the proposed model and based on the obtained winding flux, the opposing electromotive
forces and inductances of the suspension and torque windings of the APM-BFM are all analyzed and
calculated. Finally, the validity of the proposed model is verified by finite element analysis (FEA).

INDEX TERMS Bearingless flywheel machine, equivalent magnetic network, local saturation coefficient,
finite element analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Energy storage systems (ESSs) have a very important posi-
tion in today’s world; for instance, the next generation of
smart grids without ESSs is analogous to a mobile phone
without a battery [1]. Some kinds of ESSs are used in elec-
trical systems, such as pumped hydro storage (PHS), battery
energy storage (BES), supercapacitor energy storage (SES),
superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), thermal
energy storage (TES), and flywheel energy storage system
(FESS) technologies. A FESS stores the motive energy in a
high-speed rotating turntable connected to the machine shaft
and releases the energy in the system when necessary [2], [3].
Hence, a FESS is a mechanical energy storage system.
Compared with other ESSs, FESSs have several advantages,
including high energy efficiency, fast response speed, strong
instantaneous power, low maintenance, long life, and envi-
ronmentally friendly features [4], [5]. However, a high-speed
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flywheel can cause a machine to generate excessive heat, and
the cooling device needed to ensure stable operation is costly.
A magnetic bearing (MB) can realize a noncontact rotation of
the shaft, which can reduce both heat and cost [6]. However,
MBs also have disadvantages, including complex structures,
limited critical speeds, and high maintenance costs. Hence,
by combining an MB and a switched reluctance machine
(SRM), a bearingless switched reluctance machine (BSRM),
featuring a compact structure, high critical speed, and no
friction, is an attractive solution [7]. This can be introduced
into a FESS to form a bearingless flywheel machine (BFM).
Nevertheless, a traditional BFM is a multivariable, highly
nonlinear and strongly coupled system that can present a great
challenges in high-performance control [8]–[10].

An axial PM bearingless flywheel machine (APM-BFM)
uses a magnetic isolator to decouple the torque magnetic
circuit and the suspension magnetic circuit from each other.
The strong coupling between suspension force and torque
in traditional BSRMs is resolved structurally [11]. It has
inherently high speed, large torque, and high power density
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characteristics, which has attractedmore attention in flywheel
energy storage applications. However, the magnetic flux path
of the APM-BFM presents a three-dimensional distribution
in space, which greatly increases the difficulty of design and
modeling [12]. Finite element analysis (FEA) is widely used
by most scholars because of its high accuracy in the analysis
of mechanical electromagnetic characteristics [13]. However,
the structural parameters often need to be changed in the
early stage of design. Although FEA results are accurate,
the long calculation time precludes its application in ini-
tial electrical machine design. Reference [14] proposed that
modeling the magnetic circuit with scalar magnetic potential
can effectively shorten the calculation time of FEA, but the
three-dimensional analysis method still takes considerable
time. The magnetic circuit (MC) method has the advantages
of a simple model and short solving time. The obtained
solution results have great reference value in the early stage
of design. Therefore, the MC method is a good solution
for investigating the three-dimensional magnetic field of an
APM-BFM [15]–[17]. However, the accuracy of the MC
method cannot be guaranteed when considering the nonlin-
ear magnetic permeability of the materials in the magnetic
circuit.

The equivalent magnetic network (EMN) method com-
bines FEA with the MC method, which can quickly and
accurately calculate the electromagnetic characteristics of a
machine [18]. The method divides the magnetic circuit into
regular-shaped flux tubes according to the magnetic density
distribution of the machine, and the number of flux tubes
is much smaller than the number of mesh divisions in the
FEA, which improves the solving speed of the model. Since
the appropriate magnetic flux tube is selected according
to the magnetic flux density, it can be considered that the
magnetic density of each magnetic flux tube is the same,
and the nonlinear problem of the magnetic material can be
easily considered. The permeance is calculated according to
the shape of the magnetic flux tube, and the magnetic flux
path is determined strictly according to the magnetic flux
distribution and geometric boundary determined in [19]–[22].
To reduce the model complexity, the leakage flux is usually
ignored, and rough analysis is performed through a con-
ventional EMN model instead of complicated mathematical
calculations. Reference [23] proposed amethod of combining
MC and meshing. The method divides the reluctance part
of the air gap into a fine reluctance grid, which improves
the accuracy of the model. The magnetic permeability at the
operating point of the stator and rotor core is obtained by
interpolation, and the magnetic saturation of the stator and
rotor is considered. However, multiple iterations are required,
which greatly increases the amount of calculation. In [24],
an EMN model of an axial PM machine was proposed,
which can calculate the loss generated during the operation
of the machine; the machine is divided into several parts
for modeling separately, but the overall magnetic network
topology is not given. Reference [25] proposed an EMN
model of an inductionmachine. The local magnetic saturation

phenomenon is considered, and model has good accuracy.
As the above-mentioned EMN models become more com-
plex, the modeling accuracy and flexibility also change.
In addition, the above EMN models are not suitable for an
APM-BFM due to differences in structure.

This paper proposes a dynamic EMN model for an
APM-BFM during the full rotation of the rotor. An appro-
priate flux tube is selected to be equivalent to the air gap
flux in different shapes. EMN models of the APM-BFM
torque magnetic circuit and the suspension magnetic circuit
are established in different stages, and an overall dynamic
EMN model of the APM-BFM is formed and given. Specif-
ically, a local saturation coefficient is introduced to charac-
terize the local saturation phenomenon. Finally, the results of
FEA and the proposed dynamic EMN model are compared,
and the results verify the validity of the model. Section II
briefly introduces the structure and operating principle of the
APM-BFM, while section III details the modeling process of
the EMN. Section IV provides the EMN solutionmethod, and
section V concludes the paper.

FIGURE 1. The structure of APM-BFM (a) Front view. (b) Side view.

II. STRUCTURE OF APM-BFM
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the APM-BFM. It includes
two parts according to the number of phases (Phase A and
Phase B) along the axial direction. Each phase is composed
of a 12/12 pole structure of the inner stator and outer rotor.
The 12 poles of the inner stator are composed of four suspen-
sion poles (wide tooth) and eight torque poles (narrow tooth).
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Furthermore, the pole width of the torque pole is equal to
the rotor pole width, which increases the electromagnetic
torque and reduces the torque ripple. The pole width of the
suspension pole is equal to a rotor pole pitch, which weakens
the influence of the position angle change on the suspension
force. In addition, an axially magnetized PM is installed in
the middle. The intention can be summarized as it generates
the bias magnetic flux that reduces the power consumption
of the suspension winding. In addition, the flywheel and
the machine are integrated together by the outer rotor struc-
ture. The special structure has several advantages, including
improving axial utilization, reducing the size of the FESS,
and improving the strength of the flywheel rotor and the
instantaneous power of the machine. Specifically, magnetic
isolators are installed between the suspension pole and the
torque pole to realize the decoupling of the suspension force
and the torque. In addition, the magnetic circuit between each
rotor tooth and the suspension pole are the same during the
entire rotation. Only the magnetic circuit between a single
suspension pole and a single rotor tooth needs to be studied
when establishing the EMN model. In the proposed FESS,
the four degrees-of-freedom displacements of the rotor are
measured by eight eddy current sensors installed at two ends
of the stator shaft, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). Furthermore,
two auxiliary bearings are used to offer auxiliary support
under special circumstances. The air gap of the auxiliary
bearing is 0.2 mm to ensure safe operation and shutdown.

The radial path of the suspension magnetic flux is the path
of the flux linkage 9sa in Fig. 3(a). The axial path of the
bias flux generated by the PM is the path of the flux linkage
9PM in Fig. 3(b). The bias flux starts from the N pole, passes
through the phase A suspension pole and the air gap, enters
the outer rotor tooth, flows through the rotor yoke, passes
through the air gap from the phase B rotor tooth, passes
through the phase B suspension pole and the yoke, and enters
the PM S pole to form the closed loop. Hence, the permeance
in the magnetic circuit should include the presence of the
air gap, yoke, tooth, and PM. The main parameters of the
APM-BFM are listed in Table 1.

III. DYNAMIC EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC NETWORK
A. AIR GAP PERMEANCE OF SUSPENSION POLE
Two typical positions during the rotation of the rotor are
listed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the alignment position of the
rotor and the suspension pole, and the rotor tooth centerline
coincides with the suspension pole centerline. In addition, the
pole arc of the part where the stator and rotor teeth are aligned
is 15◦. The adjacent rotor teeth and torque poles also have
aligned parts, as shown in Fig. 4(b), and the sum of the pole
arcs of the aligned parts is 15◦. Similarly, it can be seen that
the aligned pole arcs are all 15◦ in the rotor rotation period.
Then, the permeance of the aligned part remains unchanged
during the rotor rotation period. Compared with the rest of the
magnetic circuit between the torque poles and the rotor teeth,
the magnetic circuit path of the alignment part is the shortest,

FIGURE 2. The specific FESS. (a) Structure. (b) Prototype.

FIGURE 3. The magnetic circuit of the APM-BFM. (a) Radial magnetic
circuit diagram (Phase A). (b) Axial magnetic circuit diagram.

resulting in the maximum permeance of the alignment part.
The permeance has a great influence on the suspension force
of the APM-BFM, and its constant value ensures the stability
of the APM-BFM suspension output.

To study the suspension characteristics of the APM-BFM
more accurately, it is necessary to conduct a more detailed
analysis of the magnetic circuit between the torque poles
and rotor teeth. The equivalent magnetic circuit of the partial
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TABLE 1. Specifications of APM-BFM.

FIGURE 4. Typical position during rotor rotation. (a) Alignment. (b) Local
alignment.

FIGURE 5. The relative position of suspension pole and rotor teeth.

magnetic circuit between the suspension pole and the torque
pole is listed in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, τ is the suspension pole arc,
and α is the rotor pole arc. θ is the rotation angle of the rotor,
θ = ωt , ω is the angular velocity of the rotor, δ is the air gap
length, and γ is the maximum value of the pole arc in the edge
magnetic circuit. The initial position angle θ = 0◦ is defined
as the position where the suspension pole axis and the rotor
pole axis coincide. In addition, the positive direction of the
rotor rotation is counterclockwise.

According to the ‘‘minimum reluctance principle’’ of the
magnetic circuit, γ satisfies formula (1).

δ +
1
2
π (γ · Rsout ) = Rrin − Rsout (1)

where Rsout is the outer diameter of the torque pole and Rrin is
the inner diameter of the rotor yoke. According to formula (1),
the maximum value γ of the pole arc in the edge magnetic

FIGURE 6. Stage 1. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

circuit can be obtained. Then, the maximum value of the pole
arc in the rectangular magnetic circuit is 15◦ − 2γ .
The rotor rotation period is divided into 7 stages to analyze

the air gap permeance. Grt is the permeance of a single rotor
tooth, and Gst is the permeance of the suspension pole core.
The rotor rotates from the initial position θ = 0◦ to 7.5◦-γ

in stage 1, and the air gap equivalentmagnetic circuit is shown
in Fig. 6. The rotor rotates from the initial position until the
rectangular magnetic circuit G1s5 gradually disappears.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the total magnetic permeance at the

suspension pole of stage 1 is expressed as:

Gats1 =
(G1s + G1s3 + G1s5) · Gst
G1s + G1s3 + G1s5 + Gst

(2)

whereG1s is the total permeance between the suspension pole
and the current rotor tooth; G1s =

(G1s1+G1s2+G1s4)·Grt
G1s1+G1s2+G1s4+Grt

. G1s3
and G1s5 are the permeances of rectangular magnetic circuits
between the suspension pole and the rotor yoke.

The range of the rotor rotation angle in stage 2 is
(7.5◦ − γ, 7.5◦). The permeance G2s5 of the edge mag-
netic circuit gradually decreases. As θ increases, the distance
between the suspension pole and the next rotor tooth contin-
ues to shrink. Then, the magnetic flux of the suspension pole
starts to flow into the next rotor tooth, and the magnetic flux
flow path is equivalent to a rectangular path with a 1/4 ring.
The equivalent magnetic circuit is given in Fig. 7. In addition,
themagnetic path of permeanceG2s6 is irregular, and its value
is very small compared with that of the magnetic circuit of the
alignment part. To describe its change rule, takeG2s6 = G2s4.

As shown in Fig. 7(b), the total magnetic permeance at the
suspension pole of stage 2 is expressed as:

Gats2 =
(G2s + G2s3 + G′2s) · Gst
G2s + G2s3 + G′2s + Gst

(3)

where G2s is the total permeance of the magnetic circuit
between the suspension pole and the current rotor teeth;
G2s =

(G2s1+G2s2+G2s5)·Grt
G2s1+G2s2+G2s5+Grt

. G′2s is the total permeance of the
magnetic circuit between the suspension pole and the next
rotor teeth; G′2s =

(G2s4+G2s6)·Grt
G2s4+G2s6+Grt

. G2s3 is the permeance of
the rectangular magnetic circuit between the suspension pole
and the rotor yoke.

The rotor rotates from θ = 7.5◦ to θ = 7.5◦ + γ in stage
3. An alignment part appears between the suspension pole
and the teeth of the next rotor, and the permeance G3s7 of the
edge magnetic circuit gradually increases. The pole arc of the
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FIGURE 7. Stage 2. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

FIGURE 8. Stage 3. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

FIGURE 9. Stage 4. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

aligned part between the adjacent rotor teeth and the suspen-
sion pole is always 15◦, and the permeance of the remaining
parts remains unchanged. Hence, the total permeance Gats3
at the suspension pole in stage 3 increases as G3s7 increases.
The equivalent magnetic circuit is shown in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 8(b), the total magnetic permeance at the
suspension pole of stage 3 is expressed as:

Gats3 =
(G3s + G3s3 + G′3s) · Gst
G3s + G3s3 + G′3s + Gst

(4)

where G3s is the total permeance of the magnetic circuit
between the suspension pole and the current rotor teeth;
G3s =

(G3s1+G3s2+G3s7)·Grt
G3s1+G3s2+G3s7+Grt

. G′3s is the total permeance of the
magnetic circuit between the suspension pole and the next
rotor tooth; G′3s =

(G3s4+G3s5+G3s6)·Grt
G3s4+G3s5+G3s6+Grt

. G3s3 is the permeance
of the rectangular magnetic circuit between the suspension
pole and the rotor yoke.

The range of the rotor rotation angle in stage 4 is (7.5◦ +
γ, 22.5◦ − γ ). Fig. 9 illustrates the equivalent magnetic cir-
cuit. In stage 4, the magnetic circuit of the part where the
suspension pole and rotor teeth are aligned changes, and the
rest of the magnetic circuit remains unchanged. The pole arc
of the aligned part between the adjacent rotor teeth and the
suspension pole is always 15◦. Hence, the total permeance of
the magnetic circuit between the suspension pole and rotor
teeth is constant. The magnetic circuit structure of stage 4 is
similar to that of stage 3, and the total permeanceGats4 is also
consistent; hence, a detailed analysis is omitted.

The rotor rotates from θ = 22.5◦ − γ to θ = 22.5◦ in
stage 5. The equivalent magnetic circuit is shown in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 10. Stage 5. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

In Fig. 10, as θ increases, the permeance G3s6 of the edge
magnetic circuit decreases continuously, and the permeances
of the remaining magnetic circuits remain unchanged. Hence,
the total air gap permeance at the suspension pole is contin-
uously reduced. The analysis results show that this stage is
similar to stage 3. The air gap magnetic circuit between the
suspension pole and the current rotor teeth is interchanged
with the air gap magnetic circuit between the suspension pole
and the next rotor teeth, and the changing trend of the total
air gap permeance is opposite. In conclusion, stage 5 and
stage 3 are symmetrical about stage 4. It can be further
determined that stage 6 and stage 7 are symmetrical to stage
2 and stage 1 with respect to stage 4, respectively.

B. AIR GAP PERMEANCE OF TORQUE POLE
According to the ‘‘minimum reluctance principle’’, the criti-
cal angle of the magnetic circuit between the torque pole and
rotor teeth is also γ . That is, the critical angle is the same
as the suspension pole. The definition θ is also the same as
the suspension pole. A cycle of the rotor rotation process
is decomposed into 8 stages to realize the high-precision
modeling of the APM-BFM. Then, the equivalent magnetic
circuit at each stage is established. Grt is the permeance of
a single rotor tooth, and Gstr is the permeance of the torque
pole core.

Stage 1 is the alignment of the stator teeth and the rotor
teeth, as shown in Fig. 11.

The total permeance Gatr1 at the torque pole at this stage
is:

Gatr1 =
GrtGstrG1r1

G1r1Gstr + GrtGstr + GrtG1r1
(5)

where G1r1 is the air gap permeance. Since the torque pole is
aligned with the rotor at this stage, there is no edge magnetic
circuit. Hence, the torque of APM-BFM is zero at this time.

The range of the rotor rotation angle θ in stage 2 is (0, γ ).
A fringe magnetic circuit appears between the torque pole
and the rotor at this stage. The equivalent magnetic circuit is
given in Fig. 12.

According to the basic knowledge of the circuit, the total
permeance at the torque pole can be expressed as:

Gatr2 =
GrtGstrG2r

G2rGstr + GrtGstr + GrtG2r
(6)
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FIGURE 11. Stage 1. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

FIGURE 12. Stage 2. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

FIGURE 13. Stage 3. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

where G2r = G2r1 + G2r2 + G2r3; G2r is the air gap
permeance.

The rotor rotates from θ = γ to θ = 15◦ − γ in stage 3.
A rectangular magnetic circuit begins to appear in the torque
pole and rotor yoke. The equivalent magnetic circuit is given
in Fig. 13.

The total air gap permeance of the torque pole and rotor
teeth is:

Gatr3 =
(G3r + G3r3) · Gstr
G3r + G3r3 + Gstr

(7)

where G3r is the total permeance between the torque pole
and rotor teeth; G3r =

(G3r1+G3r2+G3r4)·Grt
G3r1+G3r2+G3r4+Grt

. G3r3 is the total
permeance between the torque pole teeth and the rotor yoke.

The rotor rotates from θ = 15◦ − γ to θ = 15◦ in
stage 4. The flux path begins to appear between the torque
pole and the next rotor tooth. The equivalent magnetic circuit
is given in Fig. 14.

The total permeance at the torque pole in stage 4 is:

Gatr4 =
(G4r + G4r3 + G′4r ) · Gstr
G4r + G4r3 + G′4r + Gstr

(8)

where G4r is the total permeance of the magnetic circuit
between the torque pole and the current rotor teeth; G4r =
(G4r1+G4r2+G4r6)·Grt
G4r1+G4r2+G4r6+Grt

. G′4r is the total permeance of the mag-
netic circuit between the torque pole and the next rotor teeth;

FIGURE 14. Stage 4. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

FIGURE 15. Stage 5. (a) Flux path. (b) Equivalent magnetic circuit.

G′4r =
(G4r4+G4r5)·Grt
G4r4+G4r5+Grt

. G4r3 is the permeance of the magnetic
circuit from the torque pole to the rotor yoke.

The rotor rotation angle θ = 15◦ is defined as stage 5. The
equivalent magnetic circuit is shown in Fig. 15.

The total permeance at the torque pole in stage 5 from
Fig. 15(b) is:

Gatr5 =
(G5r + G5r3 + G′5r ) · Gstr
G5r + G5r3 + G′5r + Gstr

(9)

where G5r is the total permeance of the magnetic cir-
cuit between the torque pole and the current rotor teeth;
G5r =

(G5r1+G5r2)·Grt
G5r1+G5r2+Grt

. G′5r is the total permeance of the
magnetic circuit between the torque pole and the next rotor
teeth; G′5r =

(G5r4+G5r5)·Grt
G5r4+G5r5+Grt

. G5r3 is the permeance of the
magnetic circuit from the torque pole to the rotor yoke. The
magnetic circuit between the torque pole and the current
rotor tooth is the same as the magnetic circuit between the
torque pole and the next rotor tooth. Then, the torque that
causes the rotor to rotate counterclockwise and clockwise
is the same. Hence, the torque of APM-BFM in stage 5 is
zero.

The result of analyzing the rotor rotation law shows that
stage 6 is similar to stage 4. That is, the magnetic circuit
between the torque pole and the next rotor tooth (the current
rotor tooth) in stage 6 is the same as the magnetic circuit
between the torque pole and the current rotor tooth (the next
rotor tooth) in stage 4. In addition, stage 7 and stage 8 are
similar to stage 3 and stage 2, respectively. Only the magnetic
circuit between the torque pole and the current rotor tooth
is interchanged with the magnetic circuit between the torque
pole and the next rotor tooth. After stage 8, the rotor returns to
the initial position θ = 0◦, and the rotor completes one cycle
of rotation. In conclusion, the electromagnetic characteristics
of the APM-BFM torque during one rotation of the rotor are
symmetrical about stage 5.
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C. ANALYSIS OF EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC FLUX TUBE
Depending on the shape of the magnetic circuit, the air gap
magnetic circuit can be equivalent to three types of flux tubes.
The magnetic flux tubes are the rectangular magnetic flux
tube in Fig. 16(a), the rectangular magnetic flux tube with
a 1/4 circle in Fig. 16(b), and the rectangular magnetic flux
tube with a 1/4 ring in Fig. 16(c). The actual tooth shape
of the machine is an arc. It is equivalent to a straight line
in the model, and the straight line has little effect on the
accuracy of the model. Hence, the permeance can be calcu-
lated as a straight line. The calculation formula is given in
formulas (10)-(12).

According to the basic calculation formula of permeance,
the permeance of a rectangular magnetic flux tube is

G1 =
u0hX1
δ

(10)

The permeance of a rectangular magnetic flux tube with a
1/4 circle is

G2 =
2u0h
π

ln[1+
πX1
2δ

] (11)

The permeance of a rectangular magnetic flux tube with a
1/4 ring is

G3 =
2u0h
π

ln[1+
πX1

πC1 + 2δ
] (12)

where u0 is the vacuum permeability, h is the tooth height of
the suspension teeth,X1 is the width of the flux tube, andC1 is
the inner diameter of the rectangular magnetic flux tube with
a 1/4 ring.

Since the core permeance is much larger than the air gap
permeance, the core permeance is not further divided. How-
ever, the verification results show that the rotor core has local
magnetic saturation.

In Fig. 17, the total permeance of the suspension magnetic
circuit begins to increase when the rotor rotates to stage 3.
Then, the magnetic flux flowing in the rotor core increases,
and local magnetic saturation occurs in the rotor yoke. The air
gap permeance does not change in stage 4, and the rotor yoke
is always in local magnetic saturation. The local saturation
coefficient is introduced to reflect the saturation of the rotor
core in stage 3 and is denoted as Kst . The expression is
expressed as:

Kst = 1− K (θ − 7.5◦) (13)

where θ is the rotation angle of the rotor and K is the correc-
tion factor.

D. EMN MODEL OF APM-BFM
Fig. 18 below shows the EMN of the APM-BFM. The half
model of the A-phase radial magnetic circuit is given in
Fig. 18(a) due to the model symmetry. Phase A and phase B
have the same structure in the APM-BFM, and only the rotor
pole axis differs by 15◦. Then, the radial equivalent magnetic
circuit of phase B is the same as that of phase A.

FIGURE 16. Atypical flux tube. (a) Rectangle. (b) Rectangle with 1/4 circle.
(c) Rectangular with 1/4 ring.

FIGURE 17. Saturation depth of rotor yoke. (a) Rotor rotates to 7.5◦.
(b) Rotor rotates to 12◦.

The large cross-sectional area of the suspension pole yoke
makes it difficult to saturate. Its permeance is much larger
than the air gap permeance, and ignoring this part of the
permeance has little effect on the calculation accuracy of the
EMN model. Gatsx is the total permeance of the magnetic
circuit between the suspension pole and rotor teeth at each
stage.Gst is the permeance of the suspension pole core, Fsa is
the magnetomotive force of the suspension winding, andGry1
is the permeance of the rotor yoke. The calculation formulas
are as follows:

Gst =
u0ushws

ls
(14)

Fsa = Nsaisa (15)

Gry1 =
u0urhle

6π (Rrout + Rrin)
(16)

where us is the relative permeability of the suspension pole
core and ws and ls are the tooth width and tooth length of the
suspension pole, respectively. Nsa and isa are the turns and
current of the suspension winding, respectively. ur and le are
the relative permeability and the thickness of the rotor yoke,
respectively. Rrout and Rrin are the outer and inner diameters
of the rotor yoke, respectively.
Gatrx is the total permeance of themagnetic circuit between

the stator and rotor teeth at each stage of torque in Fig. 18(a).
Gstr is the core permeance of the torque pole. In addition,
Fma is the magnetomotive force of the torque winding. The
calculation formulas are as follows:

Gstr =
u0uthwr

lr
(17)

Fma = Nmaima (18)

where ut is the relative permeability of the torque core andwr
and lr are thewidth and length of the torque pole, respectively.
Nma and ima are the turns and current of the torque winding,
respectively.
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FIGURE 18. EMN model of APM-BFM. (a) Radial equivalent magnetic
circuit. (b) Axial equivalent magnetic circuit. (c) A-phase EMN.

Fig. 18(b) shows the axial equivalent magnetic circuit of
the APM-BFM. Since the permeance of the rotor yoke is
much larger than the air gap permeance, it is equivalent to
a permeance Gry2, which has little effect on the accuracy of
the model. Gatsx and Gbtsx are the total air gap permeance of
the suspension magnetic circuit in each stage of phase A and
phase B, respectively.Gpm and Fpm are the permeance and the
magnetomotive force of the PM, respectively. The calculation
formulas are as follows:

Gry2 =
u0ur lewr

h
(19)

Gpm =
u0upmπ

(
l2pmo − l

2
pmi

)
hpm

(20)

Fpm =
Brmhpm
u0upm

(21)

where upm is the relative permeability of the PM and lpmo
and lpmi are the outer and inner diameters of the PM, respec-
tively. Brm and hpm are the remanence and height of the PM,
respectively.

The A-phase EMN model of the APM-BFM is given in
Fig. 18(c). The structure of phase B is the same as that of
phase A, except that the rotor pole axis differs by 15◦. Hence,
the EMN of phase B is similar to that of phase A.

IV. SOLUTION OF EMN
The A-phase EMN model in Fig. 18 is solved. Based on
Equation (22), the flux linkage curve of the suspension wind-
ing and torque winding is obtained when isa = 1.5A and
ima = 0.85A, as shown in Fig. 19.

9 = N · F · Gt (22)

where 9 is the flux linkage of the winding, N is the number
of winding turns, F is the magnetomotive force of the
winding, and Gt is the total permeance of the magnetic
circuit.

FIGURE 19. Comparison of flux linkage. (a) Suspension flux linkage.
(b) Torque flux linkage.

The effect of curve fitting from 5◦ to 10◦ is not ideal
in Fig. 19(a). This is because the magnetic flux does not
strictly follow the rectangle with a 1/4 ring path when passing
through the tooth tip, and its path is irregular. Here, to express
the change in the air gap permeance, it is equivalent to a
rectangle with a 1/4 ring path for calculation. Then, the
result of the EMN model is consistent with the trend of
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FIGURE 20. Comparison of opposing EMF. (a) Suspension opposing EMF.
(b) Torque opposing EMF.

FEA during the full period. In addition, the EMN model can
effectively reflect the full-period torque flux linkage of the
APM-BFM.

By using Equation (23), the opposing electromotive
force (EMF) of the suspension winding and torque winding
is obtained when isa = 1.5 A and ima = 0.85A, as shown in
Fig. 20.

e = −
d9
dt

(23)

where e is the opposing EMF of the winding.
The opposing EMF curve of the suspension winding

obtained by the EMN model fluctuates greatly at the peak
in Fig. 20(a). It is due to the fact that the magnetic flux does
not strictly follow the rectangle with a 1/4 ring path when
passing through the tooth tip, and its path is irregular. Here,
to express the change in the air gap permeance, it is equivalent
to a rectangle with a 1/4 ring path for calculation. Then, the
curve coincides with the results obtained by FEA, and the
trend of opposing EMF is still clearly expressed. In Fig. 20(b),
the opposing EMF curve of the torque winding obtained by
the EMN model is negative at 0 ∼ 15◦, positive at 15 ∼
30◦, and zero at 0◦, 15◦, and 30◦. This accords with the FEA
result.

According to formula (24), the inductance of the suspen-
sion winding and torque winding is solved when isa = 1.5A
and ima = 0.85A, as shown in Fig. 21.

FIGURE 21. Comparison of inductance. (a) Suspension inductance.
(b) Torque inductance.

L = N 2
· Gt (24)

where L is the inductance of the winding.
In Fig. 21(a), the maximum peak-to-valley value of

the suspension winding inductance during the whole cycle
is 1.84 mH, which accounts for 4.97% of the average
inductance. Hence, the inductance of the suspension winding
fluctuates less during the full cycle. The torque winding
inductance is the smallest when θ = 15◦ in Fig. 21(b). At this
moment, the total permeance of the torque magnetic circuit is
the smallest, which conforms to the structural design of the
APM-BFM.

TABLE 2. Comparison of FEA and Proposed EMN methods.

As shown below in Table 2, the time taken by FEA and
the EMN model to obtain the results is given. The number
of meshes subdivided in the FEA is 16653, and the simula-
tion time is 43.35 minutes. However, the number of meshes
of the EMN model is 40, and the calculation time is only
1.05 minutes. Therefore, compared with FEA, the proposed
EMN model has a simple structure and high computational
efficiency with high prediction accuracy.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper has established an EMN model for a new
APM-BFM. The three-dimensional magnetic circuit of the
APM-BFM is converted to a two-dimensional EMN model,
which significantly simplifies the magnetic circuit solving
process. The variations in the air-gap equivalent permeance at
different rotor positions are considered andmodeled. To char-
acterize the local magnetic saturation phenomenon during
the rotation of the rotor, a correcting coefficient of the rotor
yoke permeance is introduced. The analysis results have con-
firmed the validity and accuracy of the proposed EMNmodel.
In addition, the calculation time of the proposed model is
much less than that of FEA. This can help to greatly improve
the efficiency of machine design.

The APM-BFM studied in this paper has serious magnetic
leakage due to its complex structure and complicated mag-
netic circuit. For electromagnetic performance prediction in
the preliminary design of a machine, the proposed model
is sufficient with fast computation and acceptable accuracy.
However, to improve the model accuracy further, a more
detailed network of the magnetic circuit, e.g., the magnetic
flux leakage, should be considered and will be the topic of
future research.
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